A VISION PLAN WITH A PERSONALIZED TWIST

You and your eyes are unique, so your vision coverage should be too. With VSP® EasyOptions, it’s easy and affordable to personalize your benefits.

Personalized Coverage for All
Everyone on your plan gets the comprehensive vision coverage you expect, like eye exams, glasses, and savings on lens upgrades. Plus, with VSP EasyOptions, you get to choose your coverage from a variety of covered upgrades during your in-network doctor’s visit.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

Create an account on vsp.com.
Schedule an eye exam with a VSP network doctor.
Choose an upgrade at your doctor’s visit.

MEET THE SMITHS.
See how they personalized their coverage.

Dad chose progressive lenses to help him see near and far.
Hannah chose light-reactive lenses that are dark outdoors and clear indoors.
Mom chose anti-glare lenses to help reduce glare and eye strain.

CHECK YOUR UPGRADE

$250
Frame Allowance

OR
Anti-glare Lenses

OR
Progressive Lenses

OR
Light-reactive Lenses

Check your member benefits summary for plan details. Visit vsp.com or call 800.877.7195.